
WHY ARE THE CHICAGO BULLS SO GOOD

Since naming Tom Thibodeau their head coach in summer , the Chicago Bulls have sported a top-five defensive
efficiency rating in each season.

The Bulls scored 35 points in the 3rd quarter as they pull away against the Celtics,  Motta was fired and
replaced by Ed Badger. Guys like Nate Robinson and Marco Belinelliâ€”who as recently as mid-March were
causing disastrous breakdowns all over the courtâ€”have improved leaps and bounds over the last few weeks.
Had the Bulls won the toss, they would have selected Magic Johnson ; instead, they selected David
Greenwood with the second pick. The Bulls are perfectly fine with the first scenario, as a mid-range jumper is
far preferable to a more efficient shot like a layup, dunk or three-pointer. The Personnel Long story short, the
Bulls feature some of the best individual defensive players in the league. Without a significant post presence,
the Bulls struggled for most of the â€”06 season. Comments Comment Bubble Icon Since naming Tom
Thibodeau their head coach in summer , the Chicago Bulls have sported a top-five defensive efficiency rating
in each season. By clicking continue below and using our sites or applications, you agree that we and our third
party advertisers can: transfer your personal data to the United States or other countries, and process your
personal data to serve you with personalized ads, subject to your choices as described above and in our privacy
policy. Fan interest was diminishing after four seasons, with one game in the season having an official
attendance of and some games being played in Kansas City. Williams teamed with Jalen Rose, Crawford,
Fizer, newcomer Donyell Marshall , Curry, Chandler, and guard Trenton Hassell to form a young and exciting
nucleus which improved to 30â€”52 in Bill Cartwright's first full season as head coach. The new starting
lineup of Paxson, Jordan, Pippen, Grant, and Cartwright took some time to mesh, winning fewer games than
the previous season, but made it all the way to the Eastern Conference Finals, where they were defeated in six
games by the NBA champion Pistons. But the Bulls easily defeated the Hornets in the next three games of the
series. The â€”88 season would also mark the start of the Pistons-Bulls rivalry which was formed from to 
Working in conjunction with the ball-handler's man, the big defending the screener generally hangs back near
the free-throw line, creating a pocket of space for the ball-handler to dribble into. By enticing the dribbler into
that pocket of space near the elbow, the Bulls hope he will A take a pull-up jumper , B dribble out and re-set
the play or C pick up his dribble. He decided that the team's only choices were to rebuild or endure a slow
decline. Brown and J. Experts were of the opinion that the Pacers had the best chance to defeat the Bulls.
Thibodeau helped the Boston Celtics employ this strategy when he was an assistant coach for Doc Rivers, and
it has spread throughout the league in the years since though some may argue it had already started to trickle
in even before that. The Bulls then advanced to face the Detroit Pistons , marking the first time the Central
Division rivals had met in the playoffs since 


